
Data-driven solutions to increase productivity in your warehouse.

AUTOMATION
And Our Capabilities

Automated Guided

Vehicles & Carts
Automated Warehouse Robotics

Auto-Packaging Systems

Conveyor & Sortation

Vertical Li� Module

Automated Storage & Retrieval System

RF Scanning

Vision / Voice Directed Picking

Put / Pick-to-Light Picking

Data-driven solutions to increase productivity in your warehouse.

AUTOMATION
And Our Capabilities

Pallet Shuttle

Founded in 1978, we’ve seen the
supply chain industry change at
a rapid pace and have worked
with our clients, as well as our
suppliers, to adapt alongside it.
We focus on increasing
productivity in your facility with
data-driven automation.

About The Team

Whether you need to build from
scratch or improve your current
facility, our team of design
experts can help make the most
of every square foot.

Design Services

Our team can integrate our
TRaCS Warehouse Control System
to seamlessly manage and monitor
the functions of your material 
handling operation. Align a WES
for directing all of the processes
that occur, and a WCS to monitor
your material handling equipment.

WES/WCS Integration
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What We Do

Automation Assessments Made EASY

Our EASY Assessment begins with our experts touring your facility to understand your
unique operations. We then determine your pain points, your workflow, and formulate
a plan of action. Our ultimate goal is to create a business case that will deliver an ROI
and set you on a path for growth. What goes into an assessment?
Engineering Theory, Automation Hardware, So�ware Integration, and Your Needs.

A Partner Who CARES

We design systems to maximize order throughput capabilities and storage
capacity while minimizing labor dependency to keep costs low and improve
operations. The right solution can set you up to run more e�iciently while
being less reliant on manual labor. We address operational challenges and
prepare for future growth that will develop from your operations.

Our CARES process is a thorough, step-by-step decision-making process
that takes into account your specific challenges,  goals, budget, and
timeframe to arrive at the optimal solution for your operation. By following
this process, the outcome is justified operationally & economically. Short
and long-term goals are addressed and you are better prepared to meet
future changes that will occur within your operation.


